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The Secrets to Always Looking Your Best
Author: Anthea Turner
Published: June 2021
ISBN: 978-1-909109-81-0
Dimension 190 x 245mm
Binding / PP / Paperback / Cover / 144 pages
							
Price £12.99
Splendid Publications Limited
A carefully researched, beautifully presented guide to ageing with style and
grace. The author who is renowned for her own glamorous look, has spoken to
and worked with literally dozens of beauty and fitness experts over the decades.
Here she reveals their secrets, hacks and tips on how to always look one’s best,
from achieving amazing skin, dealing with weight gain and the menopause, to
spiritual wellbeing and contentment. This is a must-have guide every woman
needs, packed full of stunning photographs and expertise from some of the top
names in the beauty, fitness and wellness industries.
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Suddenly Single
Author: Denise Chilton
Published: May 2021
ISBN: 978-1-909109-83-4
Dimension 153 x 234mm
Binding / PP / Paperback / Cover / 192 pages
					
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
Suddenly Single is a practical guide aimed at women who find themselves
experiencing a painful relationship breakup and are struggling to let go and
move on. It shares real life stories, including the author’s own, of women at each
stage of the breakup cycle along with insights to help them make sense of their
situation. A range of simple and practical coping strategies are shared to help
women successfully navigate their break up journey so they come out the other
side feeling optimistic about the future and with confidence to move forward
and create their own happy ever after.
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Resilience - If You’re Going Through Hell, Keep Going
Author: Paula Kerr
Published: March 2021
ISBN: 978-1-909109-79-7
Dimension 153 x 234mm
Binding / PP / Paperback / Cover / 192 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
A practical guide to managing adversity by creating a strong, healthy mind and
body. It identifies the vital coping mechanisms we all need when a grenade is
thrown into our world and we need to adapt to survive. Along with nutrition
hacks and work outs for all abilities, there is advice on owning your situation
and moving forward, from clinical experts and those who have been there and
lived through challenging, life altering situations. The perfect book for the everburgeoning wellness market, particularly in the light of Covid19 which has left
many with physical illness, anxiety, trauma and other mental health difficulties.
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Yet Here I Am:

One Woman’s Story of Life After Death			
One Woman’s Story of Life After Death

Author: Deborah Binner			
Published: November 2018
ISBN: 978-1-909109-77-3
Dimension 153 x 234mm
Binding / PP / Paperback / Cover / 192 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
Deborah Binner’s world was shattered when she lost her precious daughter
Chloe to a rare bone cancer at just 18. Then within months, her beloved husband
Simon, 56, was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease and opted to go to
Switzerland for an assisted death, leaving her bereft once more. In Yet Here I Am
Deborah reveals the resilience she drew on to cope with such devastating losses,
describing how she gradually lifted herself out of suicidal despair to go on living
with love and hope. A heartbreaking, yet moving and uplifting read.
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Alone Again:

Coping with the Loss of a Partner
						
Author: Dawn Cawley
Published: May 2018
ISBN: 978-1-909109-75-9
Dimension 106 x 150mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 96 pages
					
Price £4.99
Splendid Publications Limited
No one is ever prepared for the death of a life partner. Whether it has been a
long, happy marriage or a short union, the pain is the same when all dreams of a
future together have been shattered. Alone Again aims to help the bereaved reach
past the grief of such a unique loss and to find a way to move forward, hopefully
prepared to discover a different sort of happiness.
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How To Dress Like A Princess:
The Secrets of Kate’s Wardrobe

						
Author: Claudia Joseph
Published: September 2017
ISBN: 978-1-909109-72-8
Dimension 190 x 245mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 144 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
Ever since she was first spotted at Prince William’s side, Kate Middleton – now
the Duchess of Cambridge – has proved herself the ultimate fashion icon, with
her glossy look copied the world over. How to Dress Like a Princess is the ideal
guide to Kate’s style, from dressing ‘for the season’ to what to wear to a society
wedding. It is packed full of gorgeous photographs, behind the scenes secrets –
who does pay for Kate’s wardrobe? – her incredible £600,000 jewellery collection,
favourite accessories and much, much more.
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TV star Anthea Turner was heartbroken when her husband Grant Bovey
cheated on her not once but twice, leaving her with no choice but to file for a
divorce she did not want. How to Survive Divorce is Anthea’s candid take on the
very public breakdown of her marriage and how she coped with the emotional
fall-out, managing to come out the other side of her ordeal, much stronger and
wiser. Carefully researched with useful case studies, this is a must-have guide for
anyone considering or experiencing divorce.
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Author: Anthea Turner
Published: May 2017
ISBN: 978-1-909109-73-5
Dimension 153 x 234mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 192 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
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The Old Fart’s Guide To Survival
						
Author: Dawn Cawley				
Published: October 2016
ISBN: 978-1-909109-70-4				
Dimension 106 x 150mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 96 pages
				 			
Price £4.99
Splendid Publications Limited
For those of a ‘certain age’ this is a quirky, humorous and light-hearted handbook, covering everything from coping with modern technology to incontinence.
Strictly for those oldies with a sense of humour, The Old Fart’s Guide to Survival is
full of candid observations and anecdotes which will have readers chuckling.
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Happily Ever After…?				

An Essential Guide to Successful Relationships
		
			
Authors: Janet Clegg and Hilary Browne Wilkinson
Published: August 2016
ISBN: 978-1-90910-968-1			
Dimension 130 x 198mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 288 pages					
Price £7.99
Splendid Publications Limited
Former top divorce lawyers Janet Clegg and Hilary Browne-Wilkinson claim
falling in love is the easy bit of a relationship. Making it last the distance is the
tricky part, with nearly half of all marriages ending in the divorce courts. In
Happily Ever After…? the two authors pose the vital relationship questions we
should all be asking ourselves to stop us falling into the common traps which
can derail even the most loving of couples. A no-nonsense handbook for anyone
in a romantic partnership or about to embark on one.

Daniel, My Son:

A Father’s Powerful Account of His Son’s Cancer Journey
						
Author: David Thomas
Published: June 2015
ISBN: 978-1-909109-66-7				
Dimension 176 x 250mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 448 Pages
							
Price £7.99
Splendid Publications Limited
Daniel was just 17, when he received the devastating news that he had bone
cancer. In pain and facing horrific treatment, his chances were slim. But Daniel
refused to give up on life and studied Classics at Oxford. His heartbroken father
David also refused to give up hope and scoured the globe looking for a cure the
‘experts’ claimed wasn’t available. His mission was to create hope – for Daniel,
for his family and all those facing the same nightmare: a child with cancer. This
is a father’s powerful story of his love for his son and humankind’s overriding
need for hope.
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An Insider’s Guide to the haunts of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge

Claudia Joseph

£9.99
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William And Kate’s Britain:

The Only Guide to the Haunts of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
						
Author: Claudia Joseph
Published: April 2015
ISBN: 978-1-909109-65-0
Dimension 190 x 245mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 208 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Publications Limited
From respected royal author Claudia Joseph, a unique insight into the locations
frequented by favourite royal couple, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, from
St Andrews university where they first met as undergraduates from different
worlds, to the first home they shared. This glossy guide book, packed with fullcolour photographs, includes the humble homes where Kate grew up, the palaces
William called home, the clubs, restaurants and bars where the couple still
socialise and the churches where they have attended many weddings plus many,
many more locations across Britain, each with its own royal anecdote.

More Wit & Wisdom Of Only Fools And Horses
		
					
Author: Compiled by Dan Sullivan
Published: October 2013
ISBN: 978-1-909109-01-8				
Dimension 106 x 137 mm				
Binding / PP Paperback/ Cover/ 144 pages
							
Price £4.99
Splendid Books Limited

More hilarious ‘crème de la menthe’ one-liners from Britain’s favourite sitcom
Only Fools and Horses in More Wit and Wisdom of Only Fools and Horses. Relive all the funniest and most memorable lines from Del, Rodney, Grandad,
Uncle Albert, Boycie, Trigger and the rest of the gang in this pukka official book.
Compiled by Dan Sullivan, son of Only Fools and Horses creator John Sullivan,
and with a foreword by Nicholas Lyndhurst, this triffic book is a lovely jubbly,
pukka, 42-carat gold-plated bargain.
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The British Television Location Guide
					
Authors: Steve Clark and Shoba Vazirani
Published: July 2013
ISBN: 978-1-909109-02-5				
Dimension 170 x 240mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 144 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Books Limited
The British Television Location Guide reveals the real-life filming locations for
dozens of top television series including Downton Abbey, Broadchurch, Call
The Midwife, Last Tango in Halifax, Sherlock, Doc Martin, Midsomer Murders,
Endeavour, Doctor Who, Lewis and dozens more. Lavishly illustrated with
photographs of top stars including Martin Clunes, Dame Judi Dench and David
Tennant the book is the essential companion for viewers and tourists alike - and a
comprehensive record of where TV programmes are filmed and how you can visit
the locations.

The Wit & Wisdom Of Only Fools And Horses
						
Author: Compiled by Dan Sullivan
Published: October 2012
ISBN: 978-1-909109-00-1				
Dimension 106 x 137mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 160 pages
							
Price £4.99
Splendid Books Limited
The crème de la menthe of the hilarious one-liners from John Sullivan’s Only
Fools and Horses have been brought together for the first time in The Wit and
Wisdom of Only Fools and Horses. Re-live all Del, Rodney, Grandad, Uncle
Albert, Boycie, Trigger and the rest of the gang’s funniest and most memorable
lines. Compiled by Dan Sullivan, son of Only Fools and Horses creator John
Sullivan, and with a foreword by Sir David Jason.
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Catching Bullets: Memoirs of a Bond Fan
					
Author: Mark O’Connell
Published: September 2012
ISBN: 978-0-956950-57-4				
Dimension 130 x 198mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 384 pages
						
Price £7.99
Splendid Books Limited
When Jimmy O’Connell took a job as chauffeur for 007 producers Eon
Productions, it would not just be Cubby Broccoli, Roger Moore and Sean
Connery he would drive to James Bond – his grandson Mark swiftly hitched
a metaphorical ride too. In Catching Bullets: Memoirs of a Bond Fan, Mark
O’Connell takes us on a humorous journey of filmic discovery. It’s a unique
and sharply-observed love-letter to James Bond, Duran Duran title songs and
bolting down your tea quick enough to watch Roger Moore falling out of a plane
without a parachute.

Only Fools And Horses: The Official Inside Story
						
Author: Steve Clark
Published: August 2011
ISBN: 978-0-955891-69-4				
Dimension 130 x 198mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 320 pages
							
Price £9.99
Splendid Books Limited
Only Fools and Horses is Britain’s most popular comedy series - ever. The
hilarious exploits of wheeler-dealer Del Boy Trotter and his dopey brother
Rodney left delighted audiences in stitches. Now you can test your knowledge
of the legendary sitcom in The Official Only Fools and Horses Quiz Book, which
is packed with more than 1,000 brain-teasers about the show. The Official Only
Fools and Horses Quiz Book will entertain the whole family and remind them of
all those classic comedy scenes.
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The Official Only Fools And Horses Quiz Book
Authors: Compiled by Dan Sullivan
and Jim Sullivan					
Published: October 2011
ISBN: 978-0-955891-66-3				
Dimension 110 x 179mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 240 pages
Price £7.99
Splendid Books Limited
Only Fools and Horses: The Official Inside Story takes us behind the scenes to
reveal the secrets of the hit show. The book is based on dozens of interviews
with the show’s stars including Sir David Jason and Nicholas Lyndhurst and key
members of the production team. It reveals how the show was rejected when it
was first offered to the BBC, how David Jason nearly missed out on the starring
role and the tragedy of the death of one of its stars during filming and it contains
material from the BBC archives including rare photographs.

A Greater Love
					
Author: Olga Watkins and Jim Gillespie
Published: July 2011
ISBN: 978-0-955891-67-0				
Dimension 130 x 198mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 284 pages
							
Price £7.99
Splendid Books Limited
The true story of a woman’s incredible journey into the heart of the Third Reich
to find the man she loves. When the Gestapo seize 20-year-old Olga Czepf ’s
fiance she is determined to find him and sets off on an extraordinary 2,000mile search across Nazi-occupied Europe risking betrayal, arrest and death.
As the Second World War heads towards its bloody climax, she refuses to give
up - even when her mission leads her to the gates of Dachau and Buchenwald
concentration camps. Olga tells with remarkable clarity of the courage and
determination that drove her across war-torn Europe, to find the man she loved.
The greatest untold true love story of World War Two.
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An East End Life: My Story

As long-suffering EastEnders’ patriarch Charlie

Slater, Derek Martin has become one of British TV’s
best loved stars.

Now in his witty and revealing memoir, An East End

An East End Life

an actor into a reality. But not before he’d tried his
hand as a professional gambler and as a runner

for East End gangster Charlie Kray, brother of twins
Ronnie and Reggie.

Determined to be an actor, Derek began his hugely
successful stage and screen career firstly as a

stuntman before landing TV roles in series such as
Law and Order, King and Castle and doomed soap
Eldorado.

Derek pulls no punches as he admits past mistakes
and describes his remarkable transformation into
one of TV’s most recognised faces. Meet the man

behind the character as he shares with readers his
heartbreak over two marriage break ups and his
devotion to his twin boys.

An East End Life is a truly remarkable life story
spanning seven decades, packed with tears and

An East
End Life

laughter that will endear you to this popular actor.

As long-suffering EastEnders’ patriarch Charlie Slater, Derek Martin became one
of British TV’s best loved stars. Now in this witty and revealing memoir, Derek
tells of his extraordinary journey from growing up in the real East End of London
during the Blitz to taking up residency in Albert Square, including trying his
hand as a professional gambler and acting as a runner for the notorious East End
gangster Charlie Kray, brother of twins Ronnie and Reggie. An East End Life is
a truly remarkable story spanning nearly seven decades, packed with tears and
laughter that will endear you to this popular star.
£17.99
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growing up in the real East End of London during the
Blitz to taking up residency in Albert Square.
He describes his tough early days, life on the wrong
side of the law and how he turned his dream of being
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Author: Derek Martin
Published: October 2010
ISBN: 978-0-955891-63-2
Dimension 234 x 153mm
Binding / PP Hardback / Cover / 252 pages
							
Price £17.99
Splendid Books Limited

Life, Derek tells of his extraordinary journey from

		
Author: Graham Cole
Published: September 2010
ISBN: 978-0-955891-65-6				
Dimension 179 x 110mm
Binding / PP Paperback / Cover / 256 pages
							
Price £7.99
Splendid Books Limited
As big-hearted PC Tony Stamp - the TV cop closest to the real thing - Graham
Cole was instantly recognisable after pounding the beat of fictional Sun Hill
in the hugely popular ITV drama The Bill for two decades. Now, in a witty
and candid memoir, Graham reveals his own rise to stardom starting out in
television as an extra playing monsters in Doctor Who opposite Tom Baker and
Peter Davison. On The Beat is the entertaining autobiography of a likeable star
who reveals the inside story behind the scenes of the much-loved police drama
and the ups and downs of an actor’s life.
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